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SECTOR PRICE CONTROL MODEL 

ABSTRACT 

The paper deals with the postal sector control. It results 
from the control theory and proves the justifiability of control in 
the postal sector. Within the price control it results from E U Di
rective 97!67/EC requirements on this control and states indi
vidual types of price control focusing on ineffective price con
trol currently used in the Czech postal sector (especially within 
domestic services) and proposes a more effective method of 
price control. The paper also discusses the principles of the pro
posed method of price control of the Czech postal sector. It de
scribes concrete fulfilment of the price control model resulting 
from the price-cap and tariff formula RP I-X and concentrates 
on its quantitative expression. The application of the proposed 
model is carried out for a hypothetical period in the past (in or
der to compare it with the current control system) for letter 
items tariff basket. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

It is necessary to understand the postal sector con
trol as a subset of overall government control, which is 
applied especially for the reason of possibility of cor
recting significant market failures, the causes of which 
are deformed prices, quantities and incomes. These 
market failures or, if you like, imperfect competition, 
arise especially when the sector output is offered by a 
small number of firms. There are two main sources of 
imperfect competition, the cost conditions (especially 
economies of scale and scope) and competition barri
ers (patents, licences, product differentiation etc.) [1]. 

Postal sector is an example of this imperfect compe
tition due to the existing economies of scale and scope 
(cost conditions), with which the postal sector comes 
near to the theoretical market situation- extreme nat
ural monopoly. In the postal sector there are also still 
the competition barriers (reservation of specific, ex
actly defined, range of postal services to the only pro
vider- postal licence holder- as compensation for the 
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provision of universal (basic) postal services1. In addi
tion, there is also the market social aspect in the postal 
sector (state obligation to ensure accessible "basic" 
postal services for the inhabitants). For these reasons it 
is evident that the Czech postal sector control is un
avoidable under the current conditions. 

There is again the possibility of understanding the 
postal sector price control as a subset of overall postal 
sector control and it is possible to define the postal 
sector price control as determination or direct control 
of the price level by the price body and local authority. 

The Act of the Czech Republic No. 526/1990 Coli. 
on prices as amended emphasises the following: "In 
cases when the market is threatened by the effects of 
competition constraints or it is necessary due to ex
traordinary market situation, the state administration 
bodies can regulate the price formation under this 
act."2 

The price control in the postal sector is carried out 
partly by the Ministry of Finances (further in the text: 
MF) for domestic services and by the Czech Telecom
munication Office (further in the text: CZO) for inter
national services3. 

2. POSTAL SECTOR PRICE CONTROL 
REQUIREMENTS 

Directive 97/67/EC of the European Parliament 
and of the Council on common rules for the develop
ment of the internal market of Community postal ser
vices and the improvement of quality of service (fur
ther in the text: Postal Directive) as a fundamental 
rule of law relating to the European postal sector sets 
out the control of prices of universal postal service re
quirements in Articles 3 and 12. 

Article 12 provides that "for each of the services 
forming part of the provision of the "universal service" 
prices must be "affordable", "geared to costs", and 
"transparent and non-discriminatory". By the way of 
limited exception to the principle of cost-based pric
ing, a member state may require that a postage rate be 
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Table 1 - Scope and methods of price control in the EU 

Country NRA Scope of price control 
Ex Price Ex Cost 

ante cap post based 

AT Rundfunk und Telekorn Regulierungs Reserved, USO X X X 

BE 
Belgian Institute for Post service and 

Reserved, USO, Other X X X Telecommunications 

BG 
Communications to Communications Regulation 

Reserved, USO Commission 

CY 
Office of the Commissioner of Telecommunications 

Reserved, USO, Other and Postal Regulation X X X X 

cz Czech Telecommunication Office Ministry of finance Reserved, USO X X 

DE Bundesnetzagentur USO, Other X X 

DK Fcrdselsstyrelse Reserved, USO X X X 

EE Estonian Competition Authority Reserved, USO X X 

ES Ministerio de Fomento Reserved, USO X X X 

FI Finnish Communications Regulatory Authority uso X X 

FR 
Autorite de Regulation des Communications 

Reserved, USO X X X X Electroniques et des Postes 

GR National Telecommunications and Post Commission Reserved, USO X X 

HU National Communications Authority Reserved X X 

IE Commission for Communications Regulation Reserved, USO X X X 

IT Ministry of Communications Reserved, USO X X X 

LT Communications Regulatory Authority Reserved, USO X X X 

LU Institut Luxembourgeois de Regulation Reserved X X X 

LV Public Utilities Commission Reserved, USO X X 

MT Malta Communications Authority Reserved, USO X X 

NL Onafhankelijke Post- en Telecommunicatie Autoriteit Reserved, USO X X 

OPL Office of Electronic Communications Reserved, USO X X 

PT Autoridade Nacional de Comunicac;oes Reserved, USO X X X 

RO 
National Regulatory Authority for Communications 

Reserved, USO X X and Information Technology 

SI Post and Electronic Communications Agency 

SE Post- och telestyrelsen 

SK Postal Regulatory Office 

UK Postal Services Commission 

Source: Ecorys 2008 

applied uniformly throughout the national territory. 
While Universal service providers (further in the text: 
USP) may conclude individual rate agreements with 
mailers, special or individualized tariffs must conform 
to the foregoing principles. Specifically, special tariffs 
for large businesses or companies which consolidate 
the mail of smaller firms should take account of the 
avoided costs, as compared to the standard service 
and shall apply equally both as between different third 
parties and as between third parties and USPs supply-
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Reserved, USO X X 

uso X X X X 

Reserved, USO X X 

USO, Other X X X 

ing equivalent services. Moreover, special tariffs must 
be made available to private customers who send post 
under similar conditions. Finally, Article 12 explicitly 
bars cross-subsidization of non-reserved services from 
revenues earned from reserved services "except to the 
extent to which it is shown to be strictly necessary to 
fulfil specific universal service obligations imposed in 
the competitive area". 

It is evident that the Postal Directive sets out only 
general requirements and it does not deal with the 
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concrete requirements on price control method. Con
sequently, the methods of price control implementa
tion in individual EU member states are different. 

The scope and methods of price control in the EU 
are presented in Table 1. It appears that in the most of 
the EU countries price control encompasses reserved 
services and universal services. 

The Directive leaves to member states the choice 
of how to regulate the prices. The method preferred 
by the member states is ex ante control, i. e., the USP 
must obtain specific approval of the NRA before 
prices are changed. Twelve member states (BE, CY, 
DE, DK, FR, HU, IT, LT, LU, NL, SE, UK) appear to 
have instituted price cap regimes according to which 
the USP is free to adjust some or all regulated prices 
without specific approval of the regulator provided 
prices remain below the maximum level. 

The Act of the Czech Republic No. 29/2000 Call. on 
postal services as amended (fundamental rule of law 
relating to the Czech postal sector) refers to the above 
mentioned Act No. 526/1990 Call. on prices in the con
text of price control. Also this act sets out that the 
prices of the basic services, which come u~der .the 
postal obligation, have to result from economically JUS

tified costs associated with the provision of such ser
vices (in §34a ). Prices of these services have to be also 
generally acceptable, accessible for all the interested 
persons and they have to be set transparently. Finally, 
there is a ban on cross-subsidization of non-reserved 
services from revenues earned from reserved services. 

3. METHOD OF PRICE CONTROL USED 
IN THE CZECH POSTAL SECTOR 

The current method of price control of domestic 
services used in the Czech postal sector (see Table 1) 
is not suitable either for USP or postal service users. 

There are some disadvantages: 
- for USP - the prices are not in their competence 

and it lies "de facto" at the mercy of MF and their 
price decisions (often with some political context); 

- for postal service users- they similarly have to rely 
on one-off decisions of MF without any transpar
ent relation to the general price development in 
the Czech Republic. 

4. PROPOSED METHOD OF PRICE 
CONTROL OF THE CZECH POSTAL 
SECTOR 

Whichever the proposed method of price control 
of the Czech postal sector it should respect the follow
ing requirements: 
- ensuring the provision of the universal service at 

affordable tariffs, 
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- furthering the interests of postal users wherever 
appropriate by promoting effective competition, 

- encouraging efficiency and economy of the USP, 
- having regard for the need to ensure that USP 

(licence holder) can finance their licensed activi
ties, 

- transparency, 
- avoidance of perverse incentives. 

Complying with the above mentioned require
ments, the optimal method of price control of the 
Czech postal sector seems to be the price-cap control 
with tariff formula RP!- X, where RPI is the factor 
taking into account the inflation and X is a motivation 
factor taking into account, for example, the need of in
vestment. This formula takes into account the devel
opment of the relevant input factors, with the cover
age of the price control according to the result of com
petitive environment test (apparently comprising 
nearly all universal services provided by the Czech 
Post) and with two- five years control period. Con
crete fulfilment of the proposed price-cap control 
model can be found in [2]. 

4.1 Proposed price control model 

The proposed price control model is based on the 
price-cap control with tariff formula RP!-X: ":ith co~
erage according to the result of the competitive envi
ronment test and with two years control period. 

Initial for this method of price control is the dis
memberment of controlled services into the so-called 
price baskets, namely: 
a) letter items and valuable letter items including 

their complementary services, 
b) parcels including their complementary services, 
c) postal orders including their complementary ser

vices, 
d) other obligatory services. 

Each of these tariff baskets is extra monitored, and 
so there would be no cross subsidies among them, i. e. 
each of these price baskets fully covers his allocated 
costs. 

Price regulation within baskets a, b, c has to meet 
these fundamentals: 
- the regulation has to take into account the total 

price of the tariff basket, 
- the regulation has to take into account the input 

changes, 
- price changes will be realized on dates defined in 

advance. 

4.2 Tariff baskets and their price-caps 

As a matter offact, the National regulation author
ity (further in the text: NRA) defines for each basket 
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individual price-cap based on the resulting estimated 
revenues. Thus, the Czech Post management has full 
competency to set prices for particular weight step of 
items (based on its marketing experience) and their 
interrelated services in a particular basket. There is 
the possibility of defining one fixed price (if needed), 
for example, for letter items up to 20g. Thus, the man
agement will not be allowed to ensure for th.emselves 
such a high revenue from the most common weight 
step (20g) of a particular basket, and the management 
will not be forced to undertake any active price policy 
in other weight steps of a particular tariff basket. 

Price regulation within tariff basket d will be en
forced only if needed and the form will be the maxi
mum prices. 

Each of the tariff baskets a, b, c involves all the par
ticular services and the frequency of individual ser
vices in the basket responds to the real frequency dur
ing the period of one year. 

4.3 Calculation principles of price-cap and 
periodicity of its setting 

It is necessary to calculate the level of price-cap for 
the expected reality in the half of the period, when the 
price-cap is in force, i. e. there is the necessity to esti
mate (based on the development in the past) the rate 
of inflation and further relevant characteristics simi
larly to how the price-cap would be defined in the half 
of the period. In this way the Czech Post has the bene
fit in the first half of the control period when it profits 
from the difference between the inflation and the 
value of other characteristics at the beginning of the 
period and halfway through the period, whereas in the 
second half of the period the Czech Post is emascu
lated. So the motivation of this price-cap method lies 
in the fact that there is scope for the management of 
the Czech Post to mobilize its activities (the Czech 
Post has higher revenues without any effort in the first 
half of the period) to do some rationalization actions, 
to increase labour productivity (etc.) in order to be 
able to get profit in the second half of the period as 
well. So it means that the acquired company's profit 
even creates the scope for the price reduction. 

This method does not exclude cancellation of the 
already set price-cap in case of extreme inflation accu
mulation and sets the new one within the same princi
ples. 

4.4 Calculation of the price-cap 

The base is to set the initial price-cap of tariff bas
ket Po on the basis of the Czech Post cost calculation 
of individual services included in the relevant basket. 
At first, it is useful to do an audit by independent audi
tory company, which would investigate both objective 
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affiliation of common costs to individual regulated 
and unregulated services and justifiability of the 
showed costs. The audit should assure fair-minded 
setting of the above mentioned initial price-cap. 

This initial price-cap P a of individual tariff baskets 
will be verified by tariff formula (1) in two-year inter
vals. 

The new total price of individual tariff basket 
(there is a basket of letter items as a model in this pa
per) within the Czech Republic postal sector is estab
lished in the following way: 

P1 = Po * Ui- X) (1) 

where 

li =(a se* I se )+(acops *I cops )+(acpv *I cpv )+ 
+(act* let )+(acvnd * lcvnd )+(acpo * lcpo)+ao (2) 

P0 - original price of tariff basket, 
P1 - new price of tariff basket, 
X- decision-making factor- range from 0 to 0. 04, 

I; - input inflation index, 
!se - customer price index, 

!cops - other business services price index, 
Icpv - industrial producer price index, 
(., - telecommunication price index, 

Icvnd- domestic freight transport price index, 
Icpo - insurance price index, 
a,., - take of personal costs on total costs, 

acops - take of costs on other business services on to
tal costs, 

acpv - take of costs of purchase from industrial pro
ducer on total costs, 

a,, - take of costs of telecommunication services 
purchase on total costs, 

aCI,nd - take of costs of transport services purchase 
from external companies on total costs, 

acpo - take of costs of car and property insurance on 
total costs, 

a0 - take of costs exempt from inflation on total 
costs. 

NRA fix the level of decision-making factor X in 
particular on the basis of judgment of investment nec
essary and the possibility of its funding by productivity 
increase. Its (factor X) allowed range should be be
tween 0 and 4% (for a two-year period), which is in 
compliance with the range of analogical factor used in 
the formula for the telecommunication sector. This 
factor motivates the company to increase the demand 
for its services, which is crucial for setting the prices in 
the postal sector. 

Price increase means transmission of inflation im
pact to relevant inputs, which is evident from Equa
tions 1 and 2. The inflation impact is specified by way 
of the weighted average of the inflation index of indi
vidual cost group. 
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The construction of input inflation index Ii results 
from the concept of taking into account the relevant 
costs of the Czech Post, which has crucial impact on 
the resulting price of the regulated postal services. 

The dynamic and transparent relevant costs moni
toring is ensured by linking individual cost groups to 
accessible price indices, i. e. to suitable price indices 
monitored by the Czech Statistical Office (further in 
the text: CSO). 

At first, the costs (respective cost groups) have to 
be set, which have significant impact on the resulting 
price of the regulated postal services. These cost 
groups are set based on the analysis of the economic 
activity statement of the Czech Post and price indices 
(monitored by CSO) judgment. Then the cost groups 
are linked to selected CSO monitored price indices. 

Personal costs are the most important expense 
item, which has significant impact on the resulting 
price (more than 60% on total costs), which is evident 
from the character of postal services. Personal costs 
are then linked to the customer price index I se 

Other costs that have crucial impact on the result
ing price of regulated postal services (in compliance 
with the classification and contents of CSO price indi
ces) are: 
- costs on other business services, 
- costs of purchase from industrial producer, 
- costs of telecommunication services purchase, 
- costs of transport services purchase from external 

companies, 
- costs of car and property insurance, 
- costs exempt from inflation. 

These cost groups are linked to the below men
tioned price indices: 
- customer price index, 
- other business services price index, 
- industrial producer price index, 
- telecommunication price index, 
- domestic freight transport price index, 
- insurance price index. 

The calculation of coefficients a50 acopSJ acpVJ acb 
acvncb acpO> ao, (coefficients reflect the cost structure of 
the Czech Post) results from the Czech Post expense 
data (economic activity statement). The calculation of 
indices 150 IcopSJ I cp ... le~> lcvncb lcpo i. e. the calculation 
of their average values in the determined period re
sults from the time series of individual price indices 
monitored by CSO. 

The principle of Oso OcopSJ acpVJ aC(J Ocvncb OcpO> ao 
coefficient values setting and values of input inflation 
index Ii setting will be illustrated by model calculation 
of Ii for a hypothetical control period from 1 June of 
the yearn till 31 May of the year n+2 from the past. 
This hypothetical control period from the past was 
chosen because of the possibility to compare the real 
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development of prices of the Czech Post regulated 
services with the price development according to the 
proposed model. 

The values of a 50 acopSJ acp1~ acb Ocvncb acpO> ao coef
ficient are set on the basis of the appropriate Czech 
Post foundations. But first, there is the need to adjust 
the total cost by the amounts, which are not related to 
the regulated services, i. e. extraordinary costs, finan
cial expenses and goods sold. Thus, for the above
mentioned hypothetical period total adjusted cost is 
considered in an amount of 13,400,779 thousand 
Czech crowns (as an illustration, it is the real figure 
from the year 2003). 

For example, the principle of coefficient a5c setting 
is shown in Table 2. 

Table 2- Coefficient a,c setting 

Decisive costs for coefficient asc setting 

salaries, wages 
social and health insurance 
other 

total cost (personnel cost) 

total adjusted cost 

asc = total cost I total adjusted cost 

Source: Czecb Post statement of cost 

Amount 
(thous. CZK) 

6,119,736 
2,390,384 

1,454 

8,511,574 

The values of other coefficients acopSJ acpVJ acb 
Ocvncb acpO> ao are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3- Values of the coefficients acops• acpv• act• acvud• 
acpo! ao 

Coefficient Value 

Gcops 0.1231 

Gcpv 0.0850 

Get 0.0374 

Gcvnd 0.0076 

Gcvo 0.0032 

ao 0.1085 

For example the principle of index lsc value calcu
lation for the determined period is shown in Table 4. 
This index is calculated for the period from 1 June of 
the year n-1 till 31 May of the year n + 1, which is in 
compliance with principles of the price-cap calcula
tion (see Chapter 4.4). 

Index lsc development within the period from 1 
June of the year n-1 till 31 May of the year n+ 1 is 
graphically presented in Figure 1 (as an illustration it 
is based on the real data from the period 2000-2002). 
There is evident progression of index lsc within the 
monitored period. Indices IcopSJ lcvnd and lcpo have 
similar shape of the curve as index l 5c, whereas index 
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let declines with certain fluctuations within the whole Table 5 -Values of the indices Icovs• Icvnd• Icpo• le., lcpv 
period. The presumed causes of index let falling 
(within the monitored period) are partly the keen 
competition in the telecommunication sector and 
partly the economies of scale as consequence of the in
creasing demand for telecommunication services. In 
regard to index lcpv there is only slight price growth 
within the monitored period. 

Table 4- Index Isc value calculation 

Year Month Isc (%) 

June 99.8 

July 100.4 

August 100.6 

n-1 September 100.6 

October 100.9 

November 101.0 

December 101.2 

January 103.1 

February 103.1 

March 103.2 

April 103.6 

May 104.2 

June 105.2 
n 

July 106.3 

August 106.1 

September 105.3 

October 105.3 

November 105.2 

December 105.3 

January 106.9 

February 107.1 

n+1 March 107.0 

April 106.9 

May 106.8 

Average 103.9625 

Value of index Isc 1.0396 

Note: The average value of n-1 year is used as reference value 

The values of other calculated indices lcopSJ lcvnd> 

lcpa. Icb lcpv are shown in Table 5 
The real values of coefficients aso acopSJ acplh acb 

acvnw acpa. ao and indices lso lcopSJ lcplh lcb lcvnw Icpo 
have been established according to the equation (2): 

li = (0.6352 * 1.0396)+(0.1231 * 1.0200)+ 
+(0.0850 * 1.0223)+(0.0374 * 0.9862)+ 

+(0.0076 * 1.0311)+(0.0032 * 1.0353)+ 0.1085 = 1.029 
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Figure 1 - Development of index lsc within the 
hypothetical monitored period 
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The resulting value of index li is 1.029, which 
means that the prices of regulated services should in
crease (thanks to the inflation of the input variables) 
only by 2.9% within the regulated period. Moreover, 
the resulting price of the tariff basket is reduced by the 
value of motivation factor X (see Equation 1 ). In case 
of X = 1 setting (this value is very favourable for the 
Czech Post), the new total price of tariff basket P1 
should increase only by 2% (compared to the Po 
price). 

There is a possibility to compare this value with the 
real price increase of the Czech Post regulated ser
vices within the regulated period, which was 18.5% 
(standard letter items). Although there was a relevant 
requirement to invest into the sorting machines, 
means transport etc. (because of the Czech Post un
derdevelopment in comparison to other postal opera
tors from the developed EU states), it is evident that 
the real price increase of the regulated services was 
too high and most importantly this price increase was 
not based on the real cost calculation. This is the rea
son, why it is useful to do an audit by an independent 
auditory company (also mentioned in Chapter 4.4) in 
order to verify the initial Po price prior to the begin
ning of proposed price control implementation. 

There is a possibility to tighten the price control up 
by one extra fixed price determination for the most 
common weight step (20g) of letter items basket (also 
see Chapter 4.2). 

Concretely, the equation should be as follows: 

_ *(lOO+K) Pl- PO 100 
(3) 
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where: 
Pfft p 1 - original and the new price of standard letter 

items (up to 20g), 
K- fixed percentage of price growth of the stan

dard letter items during the regulated period 
(for example 3% ). 

Since there is general effort to reduce control pro
cedures, the application of this instrument should be 
considered very carefully. 

Finally, we should add that in case of application 
this price control method in order to set the maximum 
allowed price growth of the letter items basket in the 
current period, one of the time series extrapolative 
method for indices /50 IcopSJ lcpV> I cl> lcvntb lcpo calcula
tion has to be used. 

5. CONCLUSION 

It is evident that the price control of the Czech 
postal sector is well-founded in the current situation. 
However, the method of price control of the domestic 
postal services under the control used in the Czech 
postal sector is not suitable. A more effective and 
more transparent method of price control of these ser
vices would be the price-cap method which is already 
used in several EU member states. There is the need 
to consider the necessary scope of that price control, i. 
e. which services should be regulated before the appli
cation of this method of price control. 

The calculated price increase of the tariff basket 
(letter items) was evidently under the level of real 
price increase of the Czech Post regulated services 
within the hypothetical control period from the past 
(but it is also valid for this time), which just shows the 
missing linkage of the current price control with costs. 

Finally, it is evident that the proposed price control 
model, based on the objective data input, is so trans
parent that the regulated company will not lie at the 
mercy ofNRA and its political price plans, as opposed 
to the current price control method. 
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ABSTRAKT 

PRINCIPY NAVRHOVANEHO MODELU CENOvE 
REGULACE SEKTORU POSTOVNiCH SLUZEB 
CESKE REPUBLIKY 

Clanek se zabyva regulae£ sektoru postovnich sluieb. Vy
chazi z teorie regulace a ospravedtnuje regulaci prave tohoto 
sektoru. V ramci cenove regulace vychtizi cltinek z poiadavkil 
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Smemice 97/67/EC kladenych na cenovou regulaci sektont 
postovnfch sluieb, definuje jednotlive typy cenove regulace, 
ktere by mohly nahradit v soucasne dobi! uplatiiovanou neefek
tivnf cenovou regulaci ceskeho postovnfho sektoru (zejmena 
pokud jde o vnitrostatni listovni zasilky) a navrhuje efektivnejsf 
metodu cenove regulace. CLanek nasledne detailne popisuje 
tuto nave navrhovanou metodu cenove regulace. Popisuje kon
strukci navrhovaneho modelu cenove regulace vychazej[ciho z 
principu price-cap a tarifni formule RP I-X a nasledne se zame
i'uje na kvantitativni vyjadreni modelu. Aplikace naVI-hova
neho modelu je uskuteenena pro hypoteticki obdobi v minu
losti (za ucelem moinosti porovnanf se sttivajfci metodou ce
nove regulace) a pro talifni kos listovnfch zasilek. 

KLiCOV A SLOVA 

regulace, ceny, postovni sluiby, cenovji strop, Ceska pasta, 
model 
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